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'Seawater' has been substantially updated in this second edition to take account of recent
developments in marine science. Sections dealing with difficult physical and chemical concepts
have been developed on the basis of feedback from the first edition, making this an ideal
learning tool for oceanography students.Chapter 1 summarizes the special properties of water
and the role of the oceans in the hydraulic cycle. The distribution of temperature and salinity in
the oceans and how they influence water density and movements is then discussed. Light and
sound in seawater are considered next, along with some uses of acoustics. These are followed
by an examination of the composition and behaviour of dissolved constituents, including such
topics as residence times, the control of pH, and redox relationships.Finally, the history of
seawater and its role in global cycles is reviewed, with special reference to climatic change and
the CO2 problem.

The authors make good use of maps, bathymetric profiles, and satellite photographs to
demonstrate the significance and spatial scales of the phenomena discussed.Quaternary
Research--Quartenary Research
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         Pages 5 - 168 are not included in this sample.
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Kirsten Poff, “Awesome book. For both chemical and physical oceanography, this book is great.
It isn't overwhelmingly long and it explains concepts very clearly and concisely. The diagrams
and figures are really good and the chapter questions and answers are super helpful! I highly
recommend this book for anyone taking an oceanography class, or for anyone looking for a
reference book to have.”

lucy, “fascinating, great format. fascinating, great format”

frei, “Very good book but Too very used (some writing or highlighting and stripe. This book has
been written as a basic text for those interested in, and more particularly, those studying
oceanography and marine science. The text book covers a wide range of topics, from phyical
characteristics of seawater to applications of modern oceanographic study techniques”

Simon, “Five Stars. good”

inespaes de faria monteiro, “Five Stars. Very good”

jangofettt777, “Four Stars. Very useful for my course: an intro to the ocean planet”

The book by Gifford Pinchot has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 13 people have provided feedback.
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